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ABSTRACT
A machine was designed to pattern thin films of liquid by liquid embossing. 10 designs
were prototyped and evaluated according to pattern transfer, alignment, and ability to
emboss large area. The final design utilizes a PDMS stamp cast such that it seals an air
cavity, which is then pressurized to slightly bow the stamp. The cavity is clear so
alignment can be accomplished by optical feedback using a camera and microscope
objective.
The theory of liquid embossing is discussed. PDMS has a very high contact angle with
most fluids and so it is able to clear liquid from channels approximately 5 pam wide. The
wettability of the substrate is modified after being in contact with PDMS so the liquid
does not reflow into the channels.
Sub-micron alignment between layers was achieved. Vector plots of runout between
layers are given. Electrical yield was found to be 89% and was not negatively correlated
by stamp age up to 1000 dry stamps. The stamps were found to wear, but due to their
conformal nature this did not affect pattern transfer.
Structures created by the liquid embossing machine include electrostatic actuators, test
patterns with 100 nm features, vias, under-etched metal layers, and released
cantilevers.
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I Introduction
Figure 1: Surface profiles of features in a stamp and a liquid embossed
nanoparticle colloid.
Microfabrication is important to human society. The ability to make logic and
electromechanical systems increasingly small has allowed for revolutions in
communication, information accessibility, and portability. It is beyond the scope of this
work to weigh the relative merits and drawbacks, so suffice it to say that though current
microfabrication is good, it could be greatly improved. This document discusses the
design, creation, and performance analysis of a novel machine designed to improve
upon the current methods of microfabrication.
The goal of the machine is to create the same sorts of structures and devices that are
typically made in a microfabrication plant. These plants often cost billions of dollars to
build and maintain, are run by highly trained personnel, generate large volumes of
waste, and are extremely difficult to upgrade or change. Successful design is defined as
creation of a machine capable of producing products functionally identical to those
produced in a microfabrication facility. This machine should also cost less than one
hundred thousand dollars, be simple enough that children could operate it, and should
be able to operate in lab space converted from a basement.
The price point, long iteration time for design revision, and environmental impact
associated with current microfabrication clearly demonstrate that a paradigm shift is
necessary. The machines required for microfabrication cost too much and are extremely
complicated. The time between designing a structure and testing it is often measured in
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weeks, if not months. Many microfabrication production facilities are limited in their
production by the amount of waste they can legally generate and dispose of. Finally,
construction of a microfabrication lab is impossible for someone with limited resources.
There are several efforts underway to address these problems. Nanoimprint lithography
uses a rigid stamp to emboss a thin film of material using high pressure, at a
temperature above the glass transition temperature of the thin film1'2'3. The material is
cooled with the stamp in place and the film is then briefly etched to remove material in
the imprinted regions. The film is then used as an etch mask to selectively remove
underlying material.
Micro-contact printing is a technique that pioneered the use of elastomers for contact
type patterning 4'5'6. A soft stamp is cast on a master to create patterns in bas-relief. The
raised features are inked with a self-assembled molecular monolayer (SAM) that can
then be transferred to a gold surface. The SAM acts as an etch resist, and underlying
layers can be selectively removed.
Both of these techniques are limiting because they require an etch step. Etching is time
consuming, costly, wasteful of functional material, and environmentally hazardous. It is
possible to build multiple layers using either technique, though both require multiple
steps to prepare. NIL requires a flat surface and application of an imprintable material.
Microcontact printing does not require a flat surface, but does require a surface
amenable to SAMs.
An ideal technique would deposit patterned functional material directly. No etch would
be required, and more functional material could be deposited directly on the previous
layer without the need to planarize, treat, or otherwise prepare one layer for the next.
The machine described in this thesis uses a technique known as liquid embossing 7.
Liquid embossing creates patterned layers of functional material, such as metal or
insulator, by patterning thin layers of liquid. After patterning, the liquid is converted to a
solid and another layer can be deposited. The machine described here is the first
attempt to transition liquid embossing from a manual laboratory curiosity to a production
method scalable to the point where it can have great impact.
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This thesis is divided into several chapters. Chapter two describes the theory of liquid
embossing as it is currently understood. Chapter three describes the design of the liquid
embossing machine, and chapter four analyzes the machine by looking at some results.
Chapter five showcases a selection of structures and devices made by liquid embossing,
and finally chapter six discusses future work.
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2 Theory of liquid embossing
a b c
Figure 2. Schematic of the liquid embossing process: (a) an elastomeric stamp is
brought into intimate contact with a thin film of liquid, (b) the stamp contacts the
underlying substrate and selectively patterns the liquid film, (c) the stamp is
removed and the liquid film remains patterned.
Liquid embossing creates patterns by placing an elastomeric stamp in intimate contact
with a thin film of liquid. The stamp through-embosses the liquid: raised features in the
stamp push through the thin film until they are in contact with the substrate, clearing
liquid from those areas of contact. The stamp is made from an elastomer and is thus
conformal, so the stamp and the substrate need not be perfectly planar to achieve
contact and good patterning of the film. The stamp is then removed, leaving a residue
that prevents the liquid from re-flowing and filling the cleared channels. The patterned
liquid film is finally converted to a solid film by heat, light, or other means, yielding
isolated features.
Liquid embossing is fundamentally different from surface embossing techniques such as
Nanoimprint lithography'. The channels are functionally clear of material, so there is no
need for an etch step to clean out a thin layer. The thin film remains in liquid phase
during the process and is still liquid when the stamp is removed. A phase change is not
required to maintain patterns. In fact, after a thin film is patterned, the stamp can be
brought back into contact with the substrate in a different position, and the film can be
patterned again. This is not a particularly useful technique because the first pattern
persists, but it does demonstrate that the fluid is still liquid.
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first three describe the aspects of the
liquid embossing process: creation of the stamp, embossing the liquid, and the residue
left in the cleared channels. The final section discusses the material set.
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2.1 Forming the stamp
Figure 3: Schematic of stamp formation. PDMS pre-polymer is poured onto a
master with surface features. The PDMS is cured and then removed from the
master.
The stamp is made from poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), either patterned in bas-relief by
a master or cast on a flat surface and then cut by laser. Masters are made using
photolithography, focused ion beam (FIB), or similar methods that create surface
topography. PDMS pre-polymer is poured onto the master and then cured. This work
utilized Dow Corning Sylgard 184, which follows a linear curing time at temperatures
ranging from 200C to 1500C. Typically the PDMS is cured for 3 hours at 600C, although
if shrinkage is a concern the PDMS should be cured at the same temperature it will be
used. Once cured, the stamp is peeled off of the master.
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Figure 4: Optical image of laser-cut PDMS in profile. PDMS was cast on a glass
slide, laser cut to form patterns, and cut by a razor into slices several millimeters
thick.
Laser-cut stamps are made by casting PMDS on a flat surface and then ablating
material to form patterns (Figure 4). PDMS pre-polymer was cured on glass slides and
then cut at 2% power and 10% speed on a 100 watt C02 laser cutter8 . Figure 6 shows a
computer-aided design (CAD) picture of a stamp and Figure 5 is an image of a laser-cut
stamp.
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Figure 5: Optical image of a laser-cut POMS stamp. PDMS was cast on a glass




Figure 6: CAD image of the test pattern used
Figure 5.
to laser-cut the PDMS shown in
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Figure 7: White light 3-D interferogram of a PDMS stamp.
The size of raised features in the PDMS can range from millimeters to tens of
nanometers9. In this work typical feature sizes were 1pm high, 1-5gm wide, and 1gm to
several millimeters in length. Masters were typically features patterned in photoresist by
photolithography on a silicon wafer (Figure 8). Stamps were also cast on silicon wafers
etched by focused ion beam and optical gratings (Figure 9).
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Figure 8: Optical image of a master used for stamp formation. The silicon wafer
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Figure 9: Schematic of an optical grating used as a master to cast a PDMS
stamp. (Original image from Edmund Scientific)
Care must be taken in selection of a master. PDMS cured on bare silicon forms a bond
and cannot be cleanly removed from the surface. Figure 10 shows an AFM image of a
silicon master filled with PDMS. The stamp's raised features stuck to the silicon and
ripped off, leaving PDMS in the FIB cut trenches. Treating the surface of the silicon
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wafer, as discussed in Section 5.2, solves this problem. PDMS cured on silicon wafers
coated in photoresist or glass, however, do not exhibit such problems.
Figure 10: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a silicon master with
features cut by FIB. The trenches are filled with PDMS that bonded to the silicon
and remained stuck as the stamp was removed from the master, removing the
raised features.
2.2 Fluid dynamics during the embossing process
Liquid embossing takes advantage of a difference in contact angles. The raised features
of a PDMS stamp are able to create cleared channels in a thin film of liquid due to the
high contact angle between PDMS and most fluids, and low contact angle between the
fluid and substrate. Figure 11 shows a schematic of a representative situation;
a1 > a 2,
so the projection of the surface tension generates a net force towards clearing the
channel.
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Figure 11: Contact angles of the thin fluid film with a raised feature in the PDMS
stamp (a1) and the substrate (M) in air. The surface tension (a) is a fluid
property and is the same at both interfaces.
The contact angles must fall into this range for liquid embossing to occur. If
C2 > 900,
the substrate is non-wetting and a thin film cannot be created on it. If
a2 > aX - 90 ,
the net surface tension force will not clear the channel and a layer of fluid will remain
between the substrate and the raised features of the stamp, a situation more akin to a
surface emboss. Surface tension in the fluid tends to minimize exposed area and
prevents the two interfaces from moving in opposite directions.




Figure 12: Hydrostatic bearing model of a raised feature of PDMS in contact with
a thin film of fluid.
The maximum width that can be cleared depends on viscous flow while the raised
features are still floating on the fluid. A first order model is that of a hydrostatic bearing,




where h is the gap height, P is the pressure applied to the stamp, [t is the viscosity of the
liquid, and L is the length of the channel. Solving for gap height as a function of time
yields:
h = 2ph_2t 2
ho _ L %2





only asymptotically. This is a result of an assumption in the model that a fluid particle
next to a wall must have the same velocity as the wall. So without the surface tension
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force the channels could not be cleared. A stamp that was wetted by the liquid could not
clear that liquid.
Using some typical process parameters (ho = 100 nm, p = 0.040 kg/ms, L = 5 [tm, and P
= 70 Pa), the time to reach a film thickness of 10 nm under a raised feature is 70
seconds. The time to reach 5 nm is 290 seconds. Watching the patterning of the fluid
directly in the alignment camera (Section 3.3.3), there is usually no fluid movement after
the first 30 seconds, indicating that the surface tension forces are significant compared
to the forces from pressure between the stamp and the substrate.
4 +H + ±+
Figure 13: Schematic of a deformation in a raised PDMS feature that has trapped
some liquid.
A perfectly planar, rigid stamp with proper contact angles could clear an arbitrarily long
channel on a perfectly planar substrate; however PDMS is not rigid. As the raised
features clear the liquid they can also deform as shown in Figure 13, trapping liquid.
Figure 14 shows an optical image of test structures used to determine the distance
different liquids can be cleared. Lower viscosity liquids such as spin on glasses can be
cleared much further than higher viscosity liquids such as nanoparticle colloids' .
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Figure 14: Optical image of test patterns embossed in a thin film of colloidal
nanoparticle silver. The colored areas are silver and the white areas are
exposed substrate. Note that the silver is not entirely cleared in the thick bars on
the left.
2.3 Cleared channels
When the stamp is pulled away from the surface the thin film does not flow back into the
cleared channels as predicted by de Gennes13 with
iCR2 (t) t"Q'
where R is the radius of a droplet, n and p are constants determined empirically, and
Q = -hR2
2
This non-intuitive result is due to a change in wetting properties of the substrate after it
has been in contact with the raised features of a PDMS stamp. The stamp leaves a very
small amount of either PDMS or uncured pre-polymer, which maintains the high contact
angle and hence non-wettability of PDMS in the channels. The amount of PDMS left
after each stamp is very small, approximately a monolayer, and difficult to measure. As
discussed in Section 4.2, lifetime tests were conducted, but an insufficient amount of
PDMS was removed from the stamp to make accurate measurements.
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Figure 15: Optical image of a film of silver nanoparticles drawn down on a glass
slide that had been in intimate contact with a PDMS stamp.
Tests to investigate the residue left by a PDMS stamp were conducted by dry stamping.
Dry stamping is the act of bringing a stamp into intimate contact with a substrate, without
a thin film of liquid. The effects of dry stamping are visualized by drawing down a thin
film of liquid on a dry-stamped substrate. As shown in Figure 15, the liquid will de-wet
areas on the substrate, often de-wetting in the pattern of the stamp used to dry stamp.
Good pattern transfer is rarely achieved because without the thin film of liquid to act as a
lubrication layer and barrier, both the raised features and the base level of the stamp
may come into contact with the substrate. In each of the four images shown in Figure 16
through Figure 19 the pattern of the stamp used was visible when the film was first
drawn down. Unfortunately on the aluminum foil and the polyimide, the liquid tends to
de-wet and flows fast enough that it is difficult to photograph the pattern.
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Figure 16: Dry stamped glass
with a thin film of silver
nanoparticles. Figure 17: Dry stamped
aluminum foil with a thin film of
silver nanoparticles.
Figure 19: Dry stamped
polyimide film with a thin film of
silver nanoparticles.
Figure 18: Dry stamped silver
with another thin film of silver
nanoparticles.
PDMS left residue on all substrates tested, while thin films of liquid did not de-wet the
substrates if they were not dry stamped. Substrates tested include thin films of gold and
silver from nanoparticle colloids, glass slides, silicon wafers with native oxide, polyimide
films and laminated polyimide films, films of cured spin on glass (Filmtronics 21 F), and
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aluminum foil. The residue persists and patterns are still visible in a thin film of liquid
after rinsing with methanol and isopropanol, heating in air to 3000C, and bringing the
substrate into contact with another clean substrate. In fact the residue can actually be
transferred to another substrate as shown in Figure 20, by clamping a clean substrate to
one that has been dry stamped.
Figure 20: Optical image of a glass slide, with a thin film of nanoparticle silver,
brought into contact with another glass slide that had been dry stamped. The
PDMS residue is transferred to the clean glass slide by contact.
Other groups working with PDMS have observed residue14 . Using micro-contact printing
to pattern cells, the Whitesides group noticed that their sensitive cells were shriveling
and dying. They attributed this to uncured polymer in the raised features of their stamps,
that was then transferred to the surface.
The residue is not from residual solvent in the PDMS. Stamps that have never been in
contact with cleaning solvents leave residue, as do stamps held under vacuum for
approximately 8 hours. Stamps with slight excesses of curing agent or pre-polymer also
leave residue. Great excesses of either curing agent or pre-polymer were not tested
because the PDMS did not fully cure under these conditions.
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Figure 21: Optical image of a glass slide that has been dry stamped and then half
of its surface cleaned by vigorous rubbing with a gloved finger under isopropanol
and methanol.
Figure 21 shows a slide that has been dry stamped, and then had the residue removed
from half of the slide. The residue was removed through vigorous rubbing of the slide's
surface with a gloved finger and rinsing with isopropanol and methanol. Rinsing alone
will not remove the residue. The liquid still tends to slightly de-wet the surface, but it is
not nearly as severe as the area of the stamp not cleaned.
The validity of dry stamping was checked by stamping into a thin film of a-terpineol on a
glass slide. The liquid was driven off by heating to 100 C, and then a film of gold
nanoparticle colloid was drawn down on top. Figure 22 shows that the film de-wetted in
the area that had been in contact with the PDMS. A similar experiment utilizing a gold
nanoparticle colloid instead of a-terpineol was inconclusive because the liquid could not
be washed off without slight rubbing, which removed any residue.
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Figure 22: Optical image of a thin film of a gold nanoparticle colloid drawn down
on top of an embossed thin film of a-terpineol.
Good pattern transfer by dry stamping is difficult, but not impossible. Without the thin
layer of fluid to support the stamp, the raised features will often deform and come into
contact with the substrate. However with care, a substrate can be dry stamped and then
dipped in the fluid of interest to yield patterns in that fluid. Figure 23 shows a pattern
created by dry-stamping a substrate and then creating a thin film. The liquid has
selectively de-wetted the areas that have been in contact with the PDMS stamp. It may
be possible to use the techniques associated with microcontact printing" to do
patterning of this nature. This could be especially useful for liquids that either evaporate
too quickly as a thin film or that have high contact angles and tend to bead up on the
substrate.
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Figure 23: Fluorescence micrograph of FITC-tagged poly-L-lysine patterned by
dry stamping. A PDMS stamp was brought into intimate contact with a glass
slide, which then had FITC-tagged poly-L-lysine drawn down on it.
The ability of a thin film of liquid to re-flow after patterning by embossing was
investigated by spinning patterned and unpatterned films. A nanoparticle colloid of gold
was drawn down on a glass slide containing a piece of scotch tape. The tape was
removed leaving a "patterned" line of colloidal gold, which is shown before and after
spinning on a spin coater at 2000 RPM for 90 seconds in Figure 24 through Figure 27.
After spinning, the liquid flows on two scales. In Figure 25 arms of liquid that have
advanced tens of microns in length can be seen. These arms are also visible to the
naked eye. The magnification of one of these arms is increased in Figure 27 showing
that there are even smaller arms of liquid several microns in length. No arms of either
size were visible in samples that were not spun, so the arms are not created by liquid
wicking underneath the tape.
Patterns created by liquid embossing showed no signs of re-flowing after being spun
(Figure 28). The cleared channels were optically identical before and after spinning.
The residue on the surface of the glass slide prevented the liquid from flowing back into
the channels. The major problem with this comparison was that the thickness of the
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liquid film at the interface created by removing the tape was likely different from the
thickness at the interface of the cleared channels in the embossed film. This change in
thickness could lead to different flow characteristics during spinning, but since the flow
was observed at two distinct size scales it is doubtful that a thinner or thicker film at an
interface would completely prevent any flow as was the case in the embossed samples.
Figure 24: Optical image of a
line in a nanoparticle colloid of
gold patterned on a glass slide
by drawing down the liquid on
top of a piece of tape, and then
removing the tape.
Figure 26: Optical image of the
line at higher magnification
before spinning.
Figure 25: The same line
shown in Figure 24, after
spinning the glass slide at
2000 RPM for 90 seconds.
Figure 27: Optical image of the
line after spinning.
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Figure 28: Optical image of patterns created in a nanoparticle colloid of gold after
being spun at 2000 RPM for 90 seconds.
Despite persisting at 3000C, the residue does not seem to prevent creating a thin film on
top of a previously patterned thin film. For example, if a thin film of nanoparticle colloid
is drawn down or spin-coated on a substrate, patterned by embossing, and then cured
by heating, another thin film can be created directly on top of that cured film without de-
wetting. It is unclear whether the residue is somehow absorbed or otherwise removed
during the curing process or if the residue is much smaller then the surface topography
and another film can simply bridge areas still containing residue.
The residue left by PDMS during stamping warrants more study. If the wetting
properties in the channels were not changed, would the thin film of liquid flow back into
the channels? If there is residue in the channels how the is ability to make electrical
connections between different layers (vias, discussed in Section 5.3) reconciled?
2.4 Material set
Liquid embossing depends upon a wide variety of useful materials that are liquid phase
or start as a liquid and are converted to solid after patterning. For semiconductors, this
set includes metals, insulators, and semiconductors. In micro-electromechanical
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systems metals, insulators, and a sacrificial materials are required. Biological patterning
requires two materials, one that cells have an affinity for and one for which they do not.
Embossable liquids include, water, a-terpineol, nanoparticle colloids of gold and silver,
spin on glasses of varying polymer content, polyimides, cadmium selenide nanocrystals
dispersed in pyridine 16, and poly-L-lysine.
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Figure 29: Optical image of Figure 30: Optical image of
patterns created in polyimide. patterns created in spin on
Polyimide can act either as an glass. Spin on glass can also
insulator between conducting act either as an insulator or as
layers, or as a sacrificial layer a sacrificial layer, etched by
etched by light sonication hydrofluoric acid (HF).
under 1 -methyl-2-pyrrolidinone(NMP).
Even with a vast range of material, the parameters of liquid embossing are very similar
for each material. Although the maximum cleared channel width is dependent on fluid
properties, the liquid embossing process itself is not very sensitive to changes in fluid
viscosity or density and can work with a wide range of liquids. For example, a-terpineol
is a solvent used both to dilute high weight percentage nanoparticle colloids and to
thicken thinner liquids such as spin on glasses to increase their drawn-down film
thickness. Its viscosity changes by a factor of 2 in a narrow temperature range, from 59
mPa seconds at 200C to 26 mPa seconds at 250C17. However the characteristics of
embossing do not show a similarly sharp dependence on temperature.
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Figure 31: Optical image of a Figure 32: Optical image of a
pattern formed in a pattern formed in a
nanoparticle colloid of gold that nanoparticle colloid of silver
has been thermally cured. that has been thermally cured
(shown in transmission mode).
Nanoparticle colloids are of particular use to liquid embossing. Due to a vastly increased
surface area to volume ratio when compared to the bulk material, nanoparticles exhibit
both a suppressed melting temperature and increased solubility. The nanoparticles can
be dispersed in an organic solvent amenable to embossing and then converted to solid
films by thermal conversion at plastic compatible temperatures (approximately 3000C)
with characteristics very similar to the bulk material. The use of nanoparticle colloids
has allowed the fabrication of structures such as resistors18 , which functionally
demonstrate that the cleared channels are free of material.
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3 Design of the liquid embossing machine
Figure 33: Optical image of the liquid embossing machine in its current
configuration.
The liquid embossing machine was designed and built over a period of 2 years and is
still evolving and being refined. This chapter discusses the requirements of the machine
and how those requirements were met, and the different iterations of design leading to
the current machine. It is divided into three sections: requirements of the machine,
implementation leading to the current design, and the current liquid embossing machine.
Until the liquid embossing machine was designed and set up, stamping was done by
hand. The requirements of the machine are derived from the problems and limitations
but also the advantages of hand stamping. With good technique and practice, as with
any art form, one can achieve excellent pattern transfer from the entire area of stamp
without any bubbles, though alignment much better than a few millimeters is nearly
impossible.
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3.1 Requirements
The requirements were to accurately emboss a large area with the ability to align to
existing patterns or structures. This section discusses each of the requirements: good
pattern transfer, large area, and alignment.
3.1.1 Pattern transfer
The pattern transfer into the thin film of liquid needs to be accurate. Bubbles, dust
particles, and smudges must be minimized. These lead to several specific
requirements. The stamp must be placed in contact with the thin film such that air is not
trapped between the PDMS and the substrate. The stamping area must be clean to
avoid dust and the time that a wet film is exposed to open air must be minimized. The
stamp must not move with respect to the substrate while in contact, and when removed
should be lifted straight up.
Figure 34: Optical image of embossing by hand. The edge of the stamp is slowly
lowered until the full contact is achieved.
When patterning by hand these criteria are met by rolling the stamp into place. One side
of the stamp is placed in contact and the other end is slowly lowered, allowing the stamp
to curve under its own weight and define a slight bow. This bow pushes the air ahead of
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the interface between the PDMS and the thin film, preventing air bubbles. Once
patterned, the stamp is quickly ripped off of the substrate.
Good pattern transfer is also dependent on low pressure between the stamp and
substrate while they are in contact. High pressure tends to deform the raised features of
the stamp and bring the base level PDMS into contact with the substrate. Any pressure
greater than the weight of the stamp should be avoided.
3.1.2 Large area
Masters are typically 4 inch diameter silicon wafers, and the patterns often cover the
entire wafer. The liquid embossing machine should be able to utilize as much of the
stamp as possible, or be immediately scalable to large area.
3.1.3 Alignment
To make multiple layer structures, each of the layers needs to be aligned to the others.
Linear alignment and rotational alignment are important. Alignment can be achieved
either by a stamp and substrate that once placed do not move relative to their mounting,
so alignment is a function of the positioning stage (absolute alignment), or through
optical feedback. Since PDMS is clear it is possible to align features in the stamp with
fiduciary marks on the substrate. Optical alignment requires that there be a clear path
through the stamp, and that the stamp and substrate be relatively close so that there are
no parallax problems. Many of the configurations discussed fail to achieve optical
alignment because only an edge of the substrate and an edge of the stamp are close
enough that both can be seen through a microscope. The stamp could be brought into
contact with the substrate without a thin film of liquid, checked for proper alignment,
removed, and repeated until alignment was completed (dry stamped), but as discussed
in Section 2.3 residue is left on the surface. This prevents a thin film from properly
wetting the substrate and would require that the substrate be de-mounted, washed, and
then remounted, thus losing the carefully achieved alignment.
3.2 Implementation
Although the requirements to automate the liquid embossing process were clear, the
actual implementation was developed partially by theoretical design and the rest by trial
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and error. This section describes in detail the various approaches to the design of the
liquid embossing machine.




Figure 35: Schematic of a flat fixed stamp and 3 degree of freedom substrate.
The substrate is positioned beneath the stamp and then raised to emboss.
A PDMS stamp was cast around mounting hardware and secured in a fixed position over
the work volume of the substrate. The substrate was mounted on a single axis precision
actuator19 that moved in the z axis shown in Figure 35. The single axis actuator was
mounted to the stage of a precision air-bearing positioning system 20, which allowed
movement in the x and y axes. To emboss, the substrate was positioned beneath the
stamp and then raised until it made contact.
Alignment with this system was excellent because the stamp was rigidly held in place
and the substrate could be positioned to a known location. Pattern transfer, however,
was awful. Since the substrate was brought flat against the stamp, air bubbles were
invariably trapped, preventing the entire area of the stamp from coming into contact.
The pressure between the stamp and the substrate was also difficult to control, which
led to poor patterning in the areas not affected by air bubbles.
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Figure 36: Optical image of a fixed stamp. PDMS was cast around a bolt within a
plastic specimen box with raised features exposed.
3.2.2 Stiff bowed stamp
stamp
substrate
Figure 37: Schematic of the stiff bowed stamp. A stamp was held in a permanent
bowed position, similar to the bow created during hand stamping. The substrate
was positioned beneath the stamp and then raised into contact.
The greatest problem with the flat fixed stamp was that of air bubbles. The stiff bowed
stamp presented a solution by mimicking the bow created in the stamp during hand
stamping, which would push the air ahead of the contact between the stamp and
substrate. Stamps were cast around mounting hardware and then were fixed to a
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position within the work volume of the substrate. The substrate was positioned beneath
the stamp and raised into contact.
Air bubbles were pushed out near the center of the stamp, but as more of the stamp
came into contact, it would bow upwards and large areas would not be in contact when
the substrate was at its maximum height. In the areas without air bubbles, pattern
transfer was compromised due to high pressure. Pattern transfer was not good enough
to measure alignment.
Figure 38: Optical image of a stiff bowed stamp. PDMS was cast around a thin
sheet of acrylic which had mounts glued on to it.
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Figure 39: Optical image of a stiff bowed stamp. PDMS was cast around bent
threaded rod, which was used as mounting.





Figure 40: Schematic image of a bowed stamp cast around spring steel. One
side of the stamp is fixed and the other is attached to a single axis precision
actuator to allow changes to the radius of curvature.
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The pressure during embossing was reduced by decreasing the thickness of the stamp,
and actuating one of the edges. A thin stamp was cast around spring steel that was
fixed on one edge and position controlled on the other edge by a single axis precision
actuator. The substrate was positioned beneath the stamp and then raised until it first
made contact with the fixed edge. The other edge was then lowered, making a moving
line contact to push out air, until the stamp was in complete contact with the substrate.
This setup had trouble bringing the stamp into complete contact with the substrate. The
spring steel would start flat, but over time would plastically deform because it was so
thin. The deformation would manifest as wrinkles in the stamp that were impossible to
flatten out during embossing. Embedding thicker steel in the stamp increased the length
of time the stamp would remain flat, but also increased the stamping pressure, which led
to poor pattern transfer.
Figure 41: Optical image of the bowed steel stamp. Holes were drilled in spring
steel and PDMS cast around the steel and acrylic mounts. The patterning side
faces up.
3.2.4 Pivoted stamp
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stamp
substrate
Figure 42: Schematic of a stamp held rigidly at one end. As the substrate is
raised, it contacts the stamp in a line-contact as the stamp bends upward.
A PDMS stamp was cast around mounting hardware on one edge, which was secured to
a fixed position in the substrate's work volume. The substrate was positioned beneath
the stamp and slowly raised, bending the stamp as the two came together in a line-
contact.
Air bubbles were reduced due to the moving line-contact, but pattern transfer was poor
due to excessive pressure, and alignment was difficult. The stamp was cast fairly thick
to maintain lateral stiffness, which also increased the bending stiffness and raised the
pressure while patterning. The stamp was free, so alignment by absolute positioning did
not work. Alignment by optical feedback was difficult because only the edge of the
stamp furthest away from the mounting was close enough to the substrate to align
before bringing the entire stamp into contact.
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Figure 43: Optical image of a fixed pivot stamp. A piece of Lego with a bolt was
cast into the stamp as a mount.




Figure 44: Schematic of a pivoted steel stamp. PDMS was cast around a sheet
of steel, which mounted to a fixed position.
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The pivoted steel stamp improved upon the fixed pivot stamp by reducing the pressure
between the stamp and substrate while keeping a similar motion to push out the air. The
steel maintained lateral stiffness, allowing the PDMS to be cast much thinner, which
reduced the stamping pressure. The substrate was positioned beneath the stamp and
slowly raised as the stamp came into contact from the free edge to the mounted edge.
Much like the bowed steel stamp, the pivoted steel stamp plastically deformed. Due to
the deformation, the stamp required remounting or re-fabrication to maintain proper
orientation with respect to the substrate. Again, embedding thicker steel increased the
stamping pressure and resulted in poor pattern transfer.
Figure 45: Optical image of the pivoted steel stamp. The steel was etched
stainless steel and was mounted by bolts using the two cutouts.
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3.2.6 Actuated pivoted stamp
~stamp
substrate
Figure 46: Schematic of the actuated pivoted stamp. A thin layer of PDMS with a
polyester film embedded within it was allowed to come into contact with the
substrate by lowering the line shown on the free end of the stamp.
The actuated pivoted stamp improved upon the pivoted steel stamp in two ways: a
polyester film was embedded in the stamp and the free edge was actuated. Using
polyester instead of steel eliminated the problems of the stamp plastically deforming; the
polyester film could be rolled up and would still spring back to its original position. The
substrate was positioned beneath the stamp and then raised until the two edges were in
contact as shown in Figure 46. A precision single axis actuator was used to let the
stamp come into contact by lowering the free edge. The piece of polyester film cast into
the PDMS stamp gave it some lateral stiffness without increasing the bending stiffness.
This configuration had good pattern transfer. Air bubbles were pushed ahead of the
contact between the stamp and substrate and there was very little pressure on the
stamp. Absolute alignment was fair (approximately ±50gm, occasionally as good as
±20gm) because the stamp could be brought back to the same position by its actuator.
Alignment by optical feedback was very difficult because only the edge near the
mounting could be aligned, and the pattern transfer near the mount was not as good as
near the opposite edge. Patterning large area was questionable because as the stamp
got larger, it would tend to bow in the center and the first point of contact would not be
near the mounting.
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Figure 47: Optical image of the actuated pivoted stamp. PDMS was cast around
a film of polyester and then the acrylic mount and wire were glued on. The wire





Figure 48: Schematic of the hand rolled stamp. A stamp is mounted to a roller
and then rolled over the substrate by hand.
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The hand rolled stamp was designed to test how liquid embossing might be used in a roll
to roll setting. A PDMS stamp was cast around a flexible backing and attached to a
roller. A thin film of liquid was created on the substrate and the roller was rolled by hand
over the liquid to emboss it.
The hand roll was not successful, but it did offer insight into the process. The roller
tended to float on the thin film liquid and slide. If more pressure was applied to keep it in
place, the liquid would simply squeeze out and the raised features in the stamp would
deform.
Figure 49: Optical image of the hand rolled stamp. PDMS was cast around steel,
which was then bolted to an acetal cylinder.
3.2.8 Substrate on roller







Figure 50: Schematic of the substrate on roller. A flexible substrate was attached
to a roller and then rolled over the stamp.
It was thought that holding both the stamp and the substrate in place would help to
correct the problems of the hand roller. The "substrate on roller" design built on the
hand roller by fixing both the stamp and the substrate with respect to each other, and
actuating both. The roller was controlled by a precision rotary actuator and the stamp by
a precision linear actuator. A thin film of liquid was applied to the substate on the roller
and was then rolled over the stamp.
There were two problems with this configuration: pressure between the stamp and
substrate, and the line contact. The pressure was difficult to control, so either the stamp
would not come into intimate contact with the substrate, or the pressure was so great
that the stamp would deform. By ensuring that the stamp was concentric with the axis of
rotation it was possible to get the correct pressure, but having only a line contact then
prevented good pattern transfer. Only a small area of the stamp was in contact with the
substrate at any time, so the liquid tended to flow out from underneath the stamp, either
ahead of or behind the roller. A limited amount of success was achieved by slowing the
process to a crawl, but the problems outweighed the benefits of this type of roll to roll
embossing.
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Figure 51: Schematic of a stretch stamp and roller. A stamp was cast around a
film of polyimide and stretched in the work volume of the substrate. Once the
substrate was positioned just under the stamp a roller with a padded surface
pushed the stamp into contact with the substrate.
The stretched stamp with roller built upon all of the previous stamping configurations. A
thin stamp was cast around a film of material, such as polyimide or polyester, and then
stretched with a spring over the work volume of the substrate. The substrate was
positioned beneath the stamp and raised until the edge of the stamp just came into
contact. A roller, actuated by a single axis precision actuator, was then pushed in the
direction shown in Figure 51. The soft padding on the roller served two purposes: to
help control the contact pressure as the roller moved over the stamp, and to generate
friction between the roller and stamp so the roller would not slide. The roller would move
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along the stamp bringing it into full contact with the substrate, slightly streching the
spring.
This configuration had excellent pattern transfer, could emboss a large area, and had
fair absolute alignment. Air bubbles were pushed ahead of the contact between the
stamp and substrate by the moving line contact. Stamping pressure was only that of the
weight of the stamp; the raised features of the stamp were still floating on the thin film of
liquid after the roller had passed over them. Although the tested system only embossed
areas roughly 2 inches by 6 inches, it could easily be scaled up. Absolute alignment
was approximately ±20gm, even as rubber bands in the system wore out and were
replaced. Unfortunately optical alignment was difficult because, again, only the edges of
the substrate and the stamp were in close proximity before they came into contact.
Figure 52: Optical image of a roller. This roller was made by several sheets of
laser-cut acrylic stacked on top of each other. A sheet of soft foam packing
material was taped to the surface of the roller.
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Figure 53: Optical image of a stamp used in the stretched stamp configuration. A
film of polyester was laser cut and PDMS cast around it. The polyester was then
clamped by pieces of acrylic, which were mounted by rubber bands. Bolts
secured the other edge.
Figure 54: Optical image of a stamp used in the stretched stamp configuration.
This stamp is similar to the one shown in Figure 53, except that PDMS was cast
around polyimide.
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3.3 The liquid embossing machine
The liquid embossing machine shown in Figure 33 combines several features: the
position system, pneumatic embossing, optical alignment, a draw down bar, and laser
curing.
3.3.1 Positioning system
A precision air-bearing system was used to position the substrate. Performance
characteristics for both axes are given in Table 1 and Table 2.







Position repeatability 0.45 gm
Homing repeatability 0.48 gm







Position repeatability 0.41 pm
Homing repeatability 1.22 gm







Figure 55: Schematic of pneumatic stamping. The substrate is positioned below
the stamp. The stamp mount (shown in Figure 60) is pressurized, which bows
the stamp slightly outwards. The bowed stamp is moved to within a few
millimeters of the stamp surface and the camera is used to optically align
features in the stamp to those in the substrate, looking through the clear stamp
mount. The stamp mount is then slowly lowered so the stamp comes into
contact with the substrate.
Pneumatic stamping builds upon all of the previous stamping configurations and
achieves good pattern transfer, large area, and excellent absolute and optical alignment.
Air bubbles are pushed ahead of the contact by a moving line contact that is a circle of
increasing radius as more of the stamp comes into contact. The stamping pressure is
controlled directly by pressurizing the system with compressed air. Nearly all of the
patterns on a stamp cast from a 4 in diameter wafer can be transferred. The stamp is
held in place around all sides by a ring, so absolute alignment is very good.
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Figure 56: CAD model of the ring part of the stamp mount. The flats are
arranged such that a 4 inch silicon wafer master can be positioned in proper
orientation. The series of small holes form a porous network that pre-polymer
seeps into before curing to make an air-tight seal. The ring was 3D printed in
ABS plastic.
Figure 57: Optical image of the 3D printed ABS plastic ring with PDMS.
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Figure 58: CAD model of the stamp holder. The stamp holder is laser cut from
clear acrylic.
Figure 59: Optical image of a laser-cut clear acrylic stamp holder.
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Figure 60: Optical image of the stamp assembly. The stamp, ring, and stamp
holder bolt together and are sealed by an o-ring. This creates a small air
chamber, which is pressurized slightly above atmospheric pressure to bow the
stamp as shown. Some ink was left on the stamp to aid visualization.
The advantage of pneumatic stamping over the other techniques discussed in Section
3.2 is the ability to use optical alignment. Multiple layer structures rarely have the same
pattern repeated directly on top of each other; instead they are built by different patterns
which are located in different areas of the stamp as shown in Figure 61. Casting and
mounting the stamp are not accurate processes; although rigid once fixed in place, it is
difficult to know the exact positioning or rotation of the stamp with respect to the
coordinate axes of the positioning system. Hence, optical feedback is crucial for building
multiple layer structures.
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Stamp
Layer I Layer 2
Layer 3 Layer 4
Substrate
Figure 61: Schematic of the multiple layer stamping technique. Each of the
patterns used to make a structure are included on the same stamp, but
separated spatially.
3.3.3 Optical alignment
Optical alignment is achieved using a microscope objective and camera. The stamp and
substrate are brought close enough such that they are both in focus, and the substrate is
then moved so that it is in the proper position with respect to a previous pattern. A 1 Ox
objective is used which yields an approximate magnification on a 13-inch monitor of
3000x. The depth of focus of a 20x objective was too small and often resulted in
accidentally contacting the stamp to the substrate during alignment.
3.3.4 Draw down bar
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Figure 62: Schematic of the draw down process. A small amount of liquid is
placed on a substrate and a cylindrical bar is dragged across. Similar to a doctor
blade or windshield wiper, if the liquid wets the substrate a thin film will be left
behind.
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The draw down bar is used to create a thin film of liquid on the substrate. Draw down is
used rather than spin coating because of the small volume of material required and the
ability to cleanly integrate it into the liquid embossing machine. As shown in Figure 63,
the draw down bar is simply a stainless steel bar held in the work volume of the
substrate. The bar sits in two slots that allow it to move linearly up and down, but do not
allow rotation. The substrate is positioned beneath the bar and raised until the weight of
the bar is supported on the substrate. It is then slowly dragged across the substrate.
Films ranging from 100 nm to 500 nm were created using draw down speeds of
approximately 4 mm per second.
The main limitation of draw down is film uniformity in the direction of bar movement. As
the bar moves across the substrate the liquid is consumed and the film tends to get
thinner until no film is left. Increasing the amount of starting material is possible up to a
point. The desired film thickness is just under half the height of the raised features;
thicker films are not able to be liquid embossed.
Figure 63: Optical image of the draw down bar. The draw down bar used in the
liquid embossing machine is ground and lapped stainless steel. The bar is free
to move in the slots shown.
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3.3.5 In situ laser curing
Figure 64: Optical image of the laser curing system.
The laser curing system uses an infrared (1064 nm wavelength) Ytterbium fiber lasere
to cure patterned thin films. The size of a cured spot on the substrate is 300 pam in
diameter, so the substrate is moved in raster fashion to cure a larger area.
To truly make liquid embossing an automated process some form of in situ curing is
needed. Removing the substrate from the stage introduces positioning errors that are
difficult to remove with only 2 axis positioning. The time and manual attention required
to emboss a large number of layers is unreasonable with off-machine curing. Thermal
curing on the positioning stage is very difficult due to the relatively high temperatures
required and the possible thermal expansion and degradation of components of the
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positioning system. The infrared laser system is a step in the right direction but has
some limitations.
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Figure 66: Absorption spectrum of a nanoparticle colloid of silver in the ultra-
violet range.
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The small spot size of the laser requires a fairly long curing time due to rastering. During
this time the embossed material is still liquid and is very susceptible to contamination by
dust. Since the materials typically used, such as nanoparticle colloids, do not readily
absorb in the infrared spectrum, the energy from the laser tends to go into heating the
substrate rather then curing the material. This very localized heating can thermally
strain and crack glass substrates. The absorption spectrum shown in Figure 66
suggests curing by ultra violet would be more successful.
Figure 67: Optical image of an embossed film of nanoparticle silver. The stripes
have been laser cured, and the glass in a section of the upper right stripe has
cracked and broken off.
3.3.6 Using the liquid embossing machine
Typical use of the liquid embossing machine is illustrated in Figure 68 through Figure 74.
A substrate is placed on the vacuum chuck, and if the embossed patterns are to be
aligned, care must be taken to seat the substrate firmly against the raised flats of the
chuck. Next, the substrate is positioned beneath the stamp and the stamp is lowered
until both the patterns on the substrate and the stamp are in focus. The substrate is
then moved until alignment is achieved (Figure 70). The position is saved and the
substrate is returned to its home position for application of the material to be embossed
(Figure 71). The material is then drawn down forming the thin film (Figure 72), and the
substrate is returned to the aligned position under the stamp. The stamp is slowly
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lowered into contact with the substrate shown in Figure 73. Once embossed the stamp
is lifted off of the substrate, and the stage is either returned to the home position or
moved under the laser for laser curing (Figure 74). If laser curing is not used, the
substrate is typically removed and placed on a hotplate or in an oven to thermally
convert the thin film.
Figure 68: Optical image of a substrate on the vacuum chuck.
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Figure 69: Optical image of
alignment. The stamp is
brought close to the substrate
such that they are both in
focus, but not in contact.
Figure 70: The substrate is
moved until it is aligned with
respect to the desired feature
in the stamp.
Figure 71: A substrate is held to the positioning stage by the vacuum chuck and
the liquid material to be embossed is applied. Shown is a glass substrate with a
gold nanoparticle colloid.
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Figure 72: The liquid is drawn down, creating a thin film on the substrate.
Figure 73: The stamp is lowered into contact with the substrate.
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Figure 74: Once embossed the substrate can be brought under the laser to be
cured, or removed and cured by heat.
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4 Results
This section discusses some performance metrics of the liquid embossing machine.
Included are alignment and repeatability, lifetime of a PDMS stamp, runout, yield, and
stamping pressure.
4.1 Alignment and repeatability
Figure 75: Optical image of the fiduciary mark used to align two layers of gold.
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Figure 76: Optical image at lesser magnification of the same fiduciary marks
shown in Figure 75 (transmission mode).
The greatest advantage of the liquid embossing machine is the ability to align multiple
layers. This is important for both electrical and mechanical structures as discussed in
Chapter 5. Due to the design of the liquid embossing machine, optical feedback allows
layers to be aligned to the sub-micron level as shown in Figure 75.
Alignment repeatability was measured using 17 samples with the results shown as a
scatter plot in Figure 77 and a histogram in Figure 78. Several outlying data points with
misalignment ranging from 50 to several 100 microns were discarded as human errors
during the alignment procedure. The average misalignment length was 6.2 lam, and the
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Figure 77: Scatter plot of alignment data.
From the scatter plot it is clear that misalignment is not simply a random occurance.
Most of the misalignment appears to in one direction, along one axis of the positioning
system. It is possible to watch the stamping process in the alignment camera, and this
misalignment is often visible. The stamp comes into contact with the thin film in the
same location that it was aligned, but before the raised features clear the material, the
stamp slips slightly, usually in the same direction. Reducing the pressure in the stamp
decreases the tendency to slip, but makes embossing large area more difficult because
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Figure 78: Histogram of alignment data.
4.2 Lifetime of stamp
Section 2.3 discusses a residue left in the cleared channels of the stamp. Whether the
residue is PDMS or uncured polymer, it comes from the PDMS stamp. This implies that
stamps degrade or wear down with use. Two lifetime tests were conducted to
investigate this phenomenon.
A stamp was cast on photoresist patterned by photolithography on a silicon wafer. The
stamp was dry stamped against a glass slide 100 times and imaged by white light
interferometry22 after 1, 10, and 100 stamps. The stamps were periodically cleaned by
application and removal of scotch tape if dust or other particulates built up on the
surface. The same feature was imaged to see if and how much it wore as the stamp was
used. Figure 79 shows the feature that was imaged, and Table 3 shows cross-sectional
profiles of the raised feature.
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There does not appear to be appreciable wear after 100 stamps. However, dry
stamping onto the same substrate is not a truly realistic test. In a real embossing
procedure there would be a thin film of liquid and the substrate would be free of PDMS.
Figure 79: Surface profile of a stamp generated by white light interferometry.
The line shows the cross-section that was measured after dry stamping 1, 10,
and 100 times.
Table 3: Cross-sectional surface profiles generated by white light interferometry.
Each profile is of the same feature.
Virgin stamp
Dry stamped 10 times
Dry stamped once
Dry stamped 100 times
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In the second test the same feature was imaged by white light interferometry before and
after it was dry stamped against glass 1000 times by the liquid embossing machine. The
glass was changed every 50 dry stamps. The residue from the stamp would collect on
the glass slide to the point where it was visible to the unaided eye. Again, dry stamping
the same substrate more than once is a somewhat artificial test, but time constraints did
not permit more realistic tests.
Figure 80: Surface profile of raised features in a previously unused PDMS stamp.
Figure 81: Cross-sectional profile across the line shown in Figure 80.
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Figure 82: Surface profile of the same feature shown in Figure 80, after the
stamp has been used to dry stamp glass 1000 times.
Figure 83: Cross-sectional profile of the line shown in Figure 82.
The results are shown in Figure 80 through Figure 83. Although only one cross-
sectional profile is shown, all the features imaged displayed a similar deformation after
dry stamping. To ensure that it was not an effect of the imaging system, multiple scans
were taken of different features, and all looked similar.
Patterns embossed with this stamp in a nanoparticle colloid of gold before and after the
1000 dry stamps were optically indistinguishable and there was no evidence of poor
pattern transfer from electrical yield tests, which are discussed in Section 4.4. The
results from these tests suggest that the stamps do wear, but due to their conformal
nature the wear may not make a difference in pattern transfer until it becomes severe.
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The tests presented here are somewhat limited in scope, and so determining the true
rate of wear is unfortunately not possible, though it can be estimated that wear will pose
a serious problem for stamps used for tens of thousands of cycles.
4.3 Runout
Runout (misalignment scaled by 500)
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Figure 84: Vector field of absolute misalignment between two patterns. The
circle represents the point at which the two patterns were optically aligned.
Runout was measured by calculating a misalignment vector between two aligned
patterns at different locations. The first layer was cured on the liquid embossing
machine to avoid potential rotations which cannot be compensated for by optical
alignment. The vectors show how the misalignment between two patterns changes over
the surface of the substrate. The data is presented in three different ways: absolute
misalignment, misalignment relative to the point at which the two patterns were aligned,
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Figure 85: Vector field of misalignment relative to the misalignment at the point at
which the two patterns were optically aligned. The misalignment vector at each
data point had the misalignment vector from the alignment point subtracted from
it.
Runout can be attributed to the bow in the stamp before it comes into contact. When
bowed, the stamp is slightly stretched, but when in contact with the surface the stamp is
flat and not stretched, or stretched by a different amount. Runout between layers occurs
because the stamp does not relax the same amount during patterning of each layer.
The differences in relaxation are likely due to different frictional characteristics between
the stamp and substrate with different liquids acting as lubricants.
The effect is seen clearly in the vector plots, which show relative misalignment. The
average misalignment is approximately equal to the misalignment at the center, and
overall the relative misalignment vectors point towards the center. This shows that
runout occurs from the center, the first point of contact between the stamp and the
substrate, as predicted by the differing rates of relaxation in the stamp.
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Figure 86: Vector field of the misalignment between two patterns relative to the
average misalignment. The average misalignment vector was subtracted from
each misalignment vector.
4.4 Yield
Figure 87: Optical image of the structure used to test yield. The resistance









Yield was measured by probing the resistance between isolated features embossed
from a nanoparticle colloid of gold. Figure 87 shows the test structure. A probe tip was
placed inside and outside of the rectangle and the resistance across the cleared
channels measured. Any resistance lower than approximately 100 GL was considered
a failure. 277 of the structures were tested and 30 of them failed, giving a yield
percentage of 89%.
The scatter plot of the data (Figure 88) shows that the defects are localized. The defects
were checked optically and found to typically be the result of dust or some other small
patterning error. Figure 89 shows a typical example. Since the errors are localized and
usually caused by foreign matter on the stamp or substrate, moving the operation to a











Figure 88: Scatter plot of yield data. 0 represent structures that insulated and +
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Figure 89: Optical image of a defect that caused the structures not to insulate.
Table 4 shows yield as a function of number of dry stamps, which shows that pattern
transfer does not seem to suffer as the stamp wears for the range tested. The yield
tests were not as rigorous as the one shown in Figure 88 (areas that optically looked
poor due to dust or other particulate unrelated to the stamp were not tested, unlike the
previous test). This test was intended to check if yield was negatively correlated with the
stamp age.
Table 4: Yield as a function of stamp age. Nanoparticle colloids of gold were
embossed with stamps of different ages. The first three (0, 10, and 100) are all
from the same stamp while the 1000 test is a different stamp. 0 represents a
structure (Figure 87) that insulated and + one that did not.
Yield dry newr dry stamped Yield dry stamped 10 times
2- 9-
1- -0 
0 0 0 0 + 0 0
0 C + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0
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First pattern made with this stamp Pattern made after 10 dry stamps
2% failed 8% failed
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Yield dry stamped 100 times Yield dry stamped 1000 times
8- 19-
7- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 00 00 0 0 oO 0 0 18- 0 0 0 
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0' 12 0 0 0 0 00 0 0
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
mm mm
Pattern made after 100 dry stamps Pattern made after 1000 dry stamps
4% failed 5% failed
4.5 Stamping pressure
As discussed in section 3.1.1, higher stamping pressure leads to poor pattern transfer.
The pneumatic stamp gave a unique opportunity to study this negative correlation. Test
structures were patterned in a nanoparticle colloid of silver for a range of air pressures.
In each case the stamp was left in contact with the substrate for 5 minutes. The results,
shown optically, are given in Figure 90 through Figure 96.
The results of higher pressure are clearly seen in features with small characteristic
dimensions. The test structures that deform first are those with small widths or
distances between raised features. At the highest tested pressure, the only patterns that
are not completely smudged are the channel width bars, which are set far apart and are
themselves reasonably wide. It is also interesting to note that higher stamping pressure
does not allow wider channels to be cleared. Standard stamping pressure is
approximately 0.01-0.02 psi above atmospheric.
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Figure 90: Optical image Figure 91: 0.01 psi above
(transmission microscopy) of atmospheric pressure.
test patterns in silver
pneumatically embossed at
atmospheric pressure.
Figure 92: 0.02 psi above Figure 93: 0.03 psi above
atmospheric pressure. atmospheric pressure.
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Figure 94: 0.05 psi above Figure 95: 0.06 psi above
atmospheric pressure. atmospheric pressure.
Figure 96: 0.07psi above
atmospheric pressure.
As the pressure is increased the pattern transfer becomes worse. As seen clearly in
Figure 96 areas that should have material do not because the stamp was pressed up
against the substrate. Unfortunately the process does not seem repeatable, otherwise it
might present a route to clearing wider channels.
Note that the pressure tests here do not account for adhesion between the stamp and
the substrate. Adhesion forces certainly play an important role, as the stamp will stick to
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This chapter showcases some of the structures fabricated by techniques discussed
previously. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 discuss single layer devices made by liquid embossing.
Sections 5.3 to 5.6 discuss devices that were enabled by the alignment of the liquid
embossing machine, starting with vias and then moving to etched mechanical structures.
5.1 Electrostatic actuators
Figure 97: Rotary electrostatic actuators fabricated from a nanoparticle colloid of
gold by liquid embossing. The substrate is a 2-inch by 3-inch glass slide.
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Figure 98: CAD image of a single layer rotary electrostatic motor.
Rotary and linear electrostatic motors were created by liquid embossing nanoparticle
colloids of metals. The embossed features defined breaks in the thin film of metal,
forming isolated conducting paths and pads. The electrostatic motors were able to move
small pieces of tissue paper at several millimeters per second, utilizing approximately
300 volts.
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Figure 99: Linear electrostatic actuators fabricated from a nanoparticle colloid of
silver by liquid embossing on a glass slide.
Rotary and linear electrostatic actuators have been previously made on plastic
substrates by flexible printed circuitry23,24,2,26 ,27, which typically utilizes screen-printing
and also by techniques used in integrated circuit manufacturing 28 . The electrostatic
actuators shown here have the advantage of being patterned directly so there is no etch
step required. Their fabrication took minutes, and as can be seen in Figure 97 and
Figure 99, many different geometries were created simultaneously.
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Figure 100: Schematic of the operation of an electrostatic actuator.
Figure 100 shows a schematic of the operation of an electrostatic actuator. A dielectric
material is charged by taking on the opposite sign charge as the stator electrodes
beneath it. The voltage on the stator electrodes is then switched. Charge does not
easily move within the dielectric, so the dielectric itself moves to position opposite
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charges near each other. The process can then be repeated to step the dielectric
material along.
Figure 101: Schematic of a single layer, 3-phase electrostatic motor.
Figure 101 shows the scheme used in the embossed electrostatic actuators. At least 3
phases are required to break symmetry and move the dielectric material in a specified
direction. Often this is achieved using vias or insulating layers that allow one phase to
cross over another. Here there are two interdigitated phases and one serpentine phase
that alternates between large pads and a thin connecting line. The electrostatic force is
dependent on area, so the thin line does not contribute much to the overall force.
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5.2 High resolution
Figure 102: AFM image of patterns embossed in spin on glass.
Figure 102 and Figure 103 show high-resolution patterns fabricated by embossing.
Stamps were created on silicon wafers that were etched by FIB. The silicon surface was
treated by exposure to the vapor of perfluoro- 1, 1,2,2-tetrahydooctyltrichlorosilane 29
This step prevented the PDMS from forming a bond to the silicon and allowed the small
features to be released.
Figure 103: AFM image of patterns embossed in spin on glass.
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Figure 104: SEM image of the FIB etched silicon master.





R = 20 Ohms
Figure 105: Optical image and cross-sectional schematic of a via. An insulating
layer of spin on glass separates two layers of gold from a nanoparticle colloid. In
one case the spin on glass is patterned forming holes that allow one layer of gold
to connect to the other.
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Alignment is the chief advantage of the liquid embossing machine over hand stamping,
and optical alignment on the liquid embossing machine has enabled a number of very
interesting structures. This section discusses two electrical devices that required
alignment and were fabricated on the liquid embossing machine.
A via is a connection between two layers. In integrated circuit fabrication vias are made
by a complicated process involving photolithography, etching, and planarization. The
depth of focus of the lenses used in photolithography is so small that the surface to be
patterned must be very flat. To achieve this flatness, chemical mechanical polishing
(CMP) is used, which is time consuming and expensive.
The via shown in Figure 105 was made without planarization steps. The three layers
were embossed directly on top of each other. First a nanoparticle colloid of gold was
embossed and cured. This was followed by a layer of spin on glass that was embossed
and cured. Finally another layer of gold was embossed and cured. Each layer started
as a liquid, so it followed the surface topography of the previous layer, and the stamp is
conformal so it was able to pattern directly on that surface.
Figure 106: Optical image of an inductor made using the liquid embossing
machine. The axis of rotation runs from left to right.
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Figure 106 shows an inductor, which utilizes a number of vias. The layers are only
approximately 100 nm thick, so the inductor is more of a ribbon than a coil, but it
demonstrates that several vias can be connected in series.
5.4 Deep channels
Deep channels were fabricated from a nanoparticle colloid of gold by embossing the
same pattern multiple times, aligned to itself. Figure 107 shows four layers of gold
patterned such that their cleared channels overlap. Surface profiles of 1, 2, 3, and 4
layers show that the stamp is able to clear material even as the channels get deeper.
This technique for deep cleared channels is interesting for building mechanical and test
structures. The cleared channels are not perfectly aligned, so they were not expected to
electrically isolate, illustrating the difficulty of this technique. The width of a cleared
channel is approximately equal to the alignment tolerance, so to consistently build
structures, the alignment of each layer to the previous must be exact. A better technique
for building three-dimensional structures is discussed in Section 5.6.
Figure 107: Optical image of the fiduciary mark used to align four layers of gold.
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Figure 108: Surface profile generated from a three dimensional white light
interferogram of a single layer of gold from a liquid embossed nanoparticle
colloid.
Figure 109: Surface profile across the two channels shown in Figure 108.
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Figure 110: Surface profile generated from a three dimensional white light
interferogram of two aligned layers of gold from a liquid embossed nanoparticle
colloid.
Figure 111: Surface profile across the two channels shown in Figure 110.
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Figure 112: Surface profile generated from a three dimensional white light
interferogram of three layers of gold from a liquid embossed nanoparticle colloid.
Figure 113: Surface profile across the two channels shown in Figure 112
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Figure 114: Surface profile generated from a three dimensional white light
interferogram of four layers of gold from a liquid embossed nanoparticle colloid.







Figure 116: SEM image of "aqueducts" fabricated by liquid embossing a
nanoparticle colloid of gold and spin on glass.
The "aqueducts" shown in Figure 116 demonstrate under etching. Spin on glass was
patterned by a stamp with a triangular cross section, like the one shown in Figure 9. A
nanoparticle colloid of gold was then patterned with the same stamp, rotated a quarter
turn about an axis normal to the substrate surface. The spin on glass was etched by HF,
leaving holes in the gold. The gold was structural enough that it did not collapse or
deform after the spin on glass was etched.
5.6 Patterned, etched, and released
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Figure 117: Schematic of the technique used to build three-dimensional
structures by liquid embossing. Purple represents sacrificial material and gray
build material, which is typically a metal.
Three-dimensional structures are built by stacking alternating layers of build material and
sacrificial material, then etching away the sacrificial material. Figure 117 shows the
technique: A layer of sacrificial material is patterned and cured, followed by a layer of
build material, which is patterned and cured. Since the build material is deposited as a
liquid it flows into the cleared channels of the previous layer and makes contact to the
substrate. The layers are then repeated, with each build layer making contact to the
previous build layer. Finally the stack of layers is etched, removing the sacrificial layer.
The build material layers are patterned such that unwanted material is not connected to
the substrate and thus can be lifted off. Figure 119 and Figure 120 clearly illustrate
before and after the lift-off step.
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Figure 118: SEM image of the cross section of alternating layers of build and
sacrificial material. Shown are 12 layers alternating between a nanoparticle
colloid of silver and spin on glass. The structure was embossed on a silicon
wafer that was then scored and cleaved to yield the edge. The sample was not
polished, because the polishing step likely would have delaminated it from the
substrate surface.
Figure 119: Optical image of six aligned layers, alternating between nanoparticle
colloid silver and a polyimide.
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Figure 120: Optical image of the etch and lift-off step. The polyimide has been
briefly etched by light sonication under NMP and the patterned but un-anchored
pieces of silver are about to be washed away leaving only the two large silver
squares.
Using this technique the three-dimensional structures shown in Figure 121 and Figure
122 were created. After a brief HF etch, the surface of the substrate was manually
scratched. The scratching action released the cantilevers, which then stayed standing
due to residual stress.
The creation of the structures shown was somewhat serendipitous rather than directed.
Popping up cantilevers by scratching is not the way to build micro electromechanical
structures by liquid embossing. However, it does demonstrate that the layers of metal
are structural, and could be used to build more complicated devices. While releasing the
cantilevers, even a slight breeze would cause the beams of silver to wiggle, but they did
not break.
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Figure 121: SEM image of a loop of silver. This structure was created from
alternating layers of spin on glass and a nanoparticle colloid of silver. After a
brief HF etch, this cantilever was mechanically released by scratching the
surface around it.
Figure 122: SEM image of a long cantilever of silver, fabricated in a similar
fashion to the structure shown in Figure 121. The residual stress in the silver,
which results from being sintered at 3000C, caused this beam to pop up and stay
standing when the material near it was scratched.
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6 Conclusions and future work
Though the liquid embossing machine does not fully meet the definition of success given
in the introduction, it does come very close especially considering that it is the first of its
kind. This chapter addresses the open problems with the liquid embossing machine and
suggests some solutions and directions for further research.
Alignment between layers is good enough to make micro electromechanical systems
with design rules of approximately 5 to 10 im, but structures requiring tighter alignment
for more than a few layers are not really practical. The first step to repeatable sub-
micron alignment is to improve the optics system. Objectives with magnification greater
than 1 Ox were difficult to use because their depth of focus is small, making it difficult to
bring the stamp and substrate close enough for optical alignment without the two
inadvertently touching. Using the stamp and the substrate as partially reflective surfaces
it should be possible to create interference in a laser beam, which can then be used as
position feedback. The stamp could be brought close enough to the surface to use
higher magnification objectives, and thus align with better precision than is currently
achieved.
With better alignment, runout between layers will become increasingly important.
Current problems with runout are due to the stamp stretching differently than in the
previous emboss. Since the pressure used is so low, slight changes in atmospheric
pressure can impact the pressure in the stamp. A system such as a sealed pair of
bellows with a known amount of applied weight should be able to maintain a constant
relative pressure. The stamp often slides a different amount on different thin films. This
could be compensated for by adjusting all of the liquids used in the process to very
similar viscosities and densities.
The liquid embossing machine needs a reliable system for in situ curing. Infrared laser
curing was problematic and left a wet film open to air for long periods of time. A
potential solution would be to use large area ultra-violet curing. The materials typically
embossed better absorb ultra-violet radiation, and large area spot sizes are easier to
work in ultra-violet than in infrared.
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Much more research is required on the theory of liquid embossing. This thesis pulls
many ideas together into a coherent story, but there is as yet no conclusive proof that
liquid embossing works as described. Current results suggest this as the most likely
model, but many key points remain to be explained. A better model must accurately
predict how far a liquid can be cleared, why it stays patterned, and how vias are
reconciled with evidence of residue left on the substrate.
Building three-dimensional structures requires that layers embossed at different times
bond to each other and resist being etched when sacrificial material is removed.
Currently this is somewhat of a black art; some metal layers bond while others
processed in similar or identical ways do not. It is possible that an uncured layer will not
bond very strongly to a cured layer or that there is residual sacrificial material or PDMS
between the two build layers. Determining a process that consistently allows the release
of build material is critical for creation of liquid embossed micro electromechanical
structures.
Though the pneumatic stamp has a number of appealing characteristics, it may not be
the best solution for high production rates. Very high production techniques use higher
throughput methods, often roll to roll type processes. The roll to roll ideas presented
here were largely unsuccessful, but do demonstrate some important points. The
substrate and the stamp need to be in contact for a certain amount of time. On a roll to
roll process this might be achieved by having a continuous substrate in contact with a
rolling stamp for some angle so that the minimum contact time is achieved.
The liquid embossing machine makes a great research tool. Its operation is simple, so
new students can quickly build and align structures on the micron scale. It is small and
the cost of the machine itself is relatively low. Additionally, the design of the liquid
embossing machine has advanced the theory of liquid embossing, and given insight into
how to take the process from building a handful of structures to high volume production.
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